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One year after the devastating tornado hit Monson, MA we returned to the scene to see
how the community was rebuilding. Photographer Aron Willey was one of the first there
the day it happened and was able to point out all of the destruction as we drove along.
I started out lining up an interview with a gentleman who was rebuilding with solar
power. It seemed to give an extra hook to the weather story. However, when I sat down
with him and listened to his story, it was clear there was much more to be told.
We barely talked about the solar power in the end and our visit to the town was both
sobering and uplifting.
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Kevin Lemanowicz was the first Chief Meteorologist for FOX25 News at Ten
in 1996 and has guided viewers through all the twists and turns of New England
weather for two decades.
His love of meteorology likely is a result of being a native New Englander, where
he has had the opportunity to see what a powerful impact weather has on the lives of
New England residents.
Often, Kevin is seen on-location or producing stories that enhance the weather and
science presentation at FOX 25. He is active in the community, especially area
schools. His classroom SKYPE discussions are very popular and allow him to reach
many classrooms. He also shares his meteorology and science expertise with a
variety of groups throughout the region.
Before coming to FOX25, Kevin was Chief Meteorologist at WTIC FOX 61 in
Hartford, CT; worked at the New England Weather Service in Hartford; was
a staff meteorologist at Fleetweather, Inc.; and began his career as a meteorologist
at WVIT-TV in Hartford, CT.
Kevin is a recognized Certified Broadcast Meteorologist by the American
Meteorological Society and has been nominated 14 times for an Emmy for
New England's Best Meteorologist. He graduated from Cornell University
with a Bachelor of Science degree in Meteorology in 1991.

